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T.A.C. Motion Is Withdrawn By Sponsors

BY-LAW MOVES MADE

The motion that the Technology

Committee be recognized by the

Institute Committee was withdrawn

by the student body. The motion

was referred to the joint meeting

of the Technology

Committee and the A.S.M.E.

committee on technical

affairs.

Browning To Talk Here

Talented Leaders Needed For T.G.A. Boys Work

There is still a demand for ad-

ditional Tech leaders in settle-

ment houses of Boston. It was

reported recently by the T.G.A.

Boys' Work Division.

The move was opposed in giving

instruction in chemistry, physics,

biology or general education are

especially welcome. There is

also a place for those wishing to

help in other groups in more speci-

alized subjects.

Several graduates attended and a few freshmen who

are now taking part in Boy's

Work have shown that it is

valuable training for them

as well as the boys.

Compton Reveals Open House Plans In Alumni Speech

Techno's Contributions To Science And Industry To Be Featured

Plans which indicate that next

May's Open House will be the most

dramatic ever held at the Institute

were revealed by President Karl T.

Compton at a dinner of Philadelphia

and Wilmington Alumni in Wilminton

last Wednesday night.

The announcement followed a dis-

course by Dr. Compton, who was

guest of honor at the dinner, of

civilian in the Institute, in which

he spoke of the great variety of

science now is progress in education, and the several courses in

Science Engineering.

Tech Makes Contributions A comprehensive exhibit

(Continued on Page 4)

By Sponsors

Poland Scores 200 Options Are Sold

For 1940 Senior Week

200 options for Senior Week have

been sold. This is 60 more than in

similar fall sales last year.

"This is the last of the options

that will be on sale in the Main

Lobby until next spring. At that

time the price is higher.

Tech Debaters To Meet Yale This Weekend

Institute Team Will Uphold Both Sides Of Topic In Two Debates

For the first time in the history of the

organized Technological Debating

Society, Institute orators will debate

Yale. Two groups of orators have been

selected with that same Saturday

evening, December 12th.

"Resolved that in the event that the

allied powers should be faced with
certain defeat, the U. S. should

place its economic and military

resources at their disposal." will be the

topic of the two debates, one of which

will be held at New Haven. The other

will take place at home in the

Kendall Lecture Hall, Room 440, at

7:30 P.M.

Tech Takes Negative Here As Debate Topic

At home, the Technology team will

expound the negative of the question

"L. B. Tucker, '41; Franklin P.

Cook, '40; H. E.wit, '42, and Ward J.

Haas, '43, will comprise the Institute's

A affirmative of the question will

(Continued on Page 4)

Outing Club Plans Joint Riding Trip

Wellesley Girls To Cook Meal For Tech Men After Ride On Horseback

A joint riding trip with the Wel-

lesley College Outing Club is to be

held this Saturday from the Wel-

lesley Club. The Club will also

hold its annual meeting on Sunday

at 8:00 P.M. in Room 1003.

The trip includes a riding tour of

two hours, horse ride followed by a

lunch to be cooked by the girls, who

will leave from Wellesley at 9:30 A.M.

and return at 2:30 P.M. The cost of the

trip is $1.00. The Club meets at 5 P.M. in

Olympia Skier To Speak

Ted Halter, member of the 1932

U. S. Olympic Skiing Team, will talk

at "Silk Winter" at the Wednesday

meeting, which is to be devoted to

skiing. Halter will also show some

motion pictures on skiing at the 1932

Olympics, and other winter sports.

A second square dance, or hill-hopping,

will follow, with refreshments, the first

of which met with much success, will

be held for the Outing Club in the

Hangar on Saturday night, Dec. 12, from

6:30 to 12:00 A.M. The attendees

will be divided into four main

groups and tickets of twenty-five cents

may be obtained at the doors between

4 and 6 at the Oouting Club Office in

Walker Memorial Building.

Speech On Metal Cutting To Be Given By H. Ernst

"Recent research in the cutting of

metal will be the topic of a speech by

H. Ernst, professor of Mechanical

Engineering, at the meeting of the

A.I.Ch.E., December 12th at 8:00

P.M. in Room 428.

Hart and educated in Australia, Mr.

Ernst came to this country in 1915

and has spent most of his time since

there in metal development, research

Peace Society Seeks Communists' Leader

A Speaker Thursday

Institute Officials, Inst. Comm. Give Approval

Spoke At Yale In November; Harvard Refused Permission

Earl Browder, Secretary of the Com-

munist Party of America, has been

invited to spend the Thanksgiving

week end at the Peace Foundation.

Institution officials decided permis-

sion to hear Browder on Technology

grounds, termed an "unusual request"

by the student government. The


gave their consent and an invitation
to talk best Thursday at 4 P.M. in

Room 5-220. The talk is to be held

nati Milling Machine Company, at the

American Society for Metals at 8:00

P.M. tonight in Room 6-120.

Professor Ernst will make the talk

"The Dies Committee is designed

to raise more funds for the commit-

tee for the anti-labor organizations

in this country," charged Orel M.

Pollock of the Massachusetts Civil

Liberties Union to students assembled

at a joint meeting of the Technology

Peace Foundation, the American

Student

for a Democratic Christian

Christian Association yesterday after-

noon in the Student Union.

In forms the speaker further

insisted that the Browder and Ricks

Committee might not be inexperienced

motion was designed so that the whole

committee after the election of the new

president in February, toward to Katcher. The motion was com-

ited.

The recommendation by the Exec-

(Continued on Page 4)

Dramashop Play Opens

"Why did you hire a detective to try on Bjorn Faulkner the

day after you married him?" demanded defense attorney Louis A.

Faulkner, '40, who proposed the mo-

tion. President Karl T. Compton

said "Resolved that in the event that the all-

ied powers should be faced with

certain defeat, the U. S. should

place its economic and military

resources at their disposal." will be the

topic of the two debates, one of which

will be held at New Haven. The other

will take place at home in the

Kendall Lecture Hall, Room 440, at

7:30 P.M.

Tech Takes Negative Here As Debate Topic

At home, the Technology team will

"Silk Winter" at the Wednesday

meeting, which is to be devoted to

skiing. Halter will also show some

motion pictures on skiing at the 1932

Olympics, and other winter sports.

A second square dance, or hill-hopping,

will follow, with refreshments, the first

of which met with much success, will

be held for the Outing Club in the

Hangar on Saturday night, Dec. 12, from

6:30 to 12:00 A.M. The attendees

will be divided into four main

groups and tickets of twenty-five cents

may be obtained at the doors between

4 and 6 at the Oouting Club Office in

Walker Memorial Building.

Speech On Metal Cutting To Be Given By H. Ernst

"Recent research in the cutting of

metal will be the topic of a speech by

H. Ernst, professor of Mechanical

Engineering, at the meeting of the

A.I.Ch.E., December 12th at 8:00

P.M. in Room 428.

Hart and educated in Australia, Mr.

Ernst came to this country in 1915

and has spent most of his time since

there in metal development, research

Peace Society Seeks Communists' Leader

A Speaker Thursday

Institute Officials, Inst. Comm. Give Approval

Spoke At Yale In November; Harvard Refused Permission

Earl Browder, Secretary of the Com-

munist Party of America, has been

invited to spend the Thanksgiving

week end at the Peace Foundation.

Institution officials decided permis-

sion to hear Browder on Technology

grounds, termed an "unusual request"

by the student government. The


gave their consent and an invitation
to talk best Thursday at 4 P.M. in

Room 5-220. The talk is to be held

nati Milling Machine Company, at the

American Society for Metals at 8:00

P.M. tonight in Room 6-120.

Professor Ernst will make the talk

"The Dies Committee is designed

to raise more funds for the commit-

tee for the anti-labor organizations

in this country," charged Orel M.

Pollock of the Massachusetts Civil

Liberties Union to students assembled

at a joint meeting of the Technology

Peace Foundation, the American

Student

for a Democratic Christian

Christian Association yesterday after-

noon in the Student Union.

In forms the speaker further

insisted that the Browder and Ricks

Committee might not be inexperienced

motion was designed so that the whole

committee after the election of the new

president in February, toward to Katcher. The motion was com-

ited.

The recommendation by the Exec-

(Continued on Page 4)
HIGHLIGHT-TIGHT

One of the standbys of the Institute student body has been the "Highty-Tighty" yell. That cheer may be very good in its place, but there are not many places where it is good.

It was pulled several times at the recent basketball game between Tech and Harvard, and did not go over very well. It does not give a very good impression of Tech. It is not profane enough to clothespin a genuine bell-for-leather bunch ofoughs, and is not clever enough to carry off in decent company the mild cursing it does have.

We think that every one of the Institute students would desire to have a cheer that is less vulgar and impressive. We do not have one now.

The increased activity of A.A.'s Publicity Department might very well find an outlet in this subject. It might, for instance, run a contest for new cheers which would replace the "highty-tighty". It might make a point of seeing that all the students know thoroughly the official cheers.

Of course, the first thing to do is to get a crowd big enough to cheer at a few of the Institute contests.

GOOD IDEA

The recommendation made at the last Institute Committee meeting that seating of new members be so timed as to remove the necessity for having an entirely new group of men take office each year deserves the support of the entire school.

Under this proposed system, certain of the new members, who receive the privilege of Institute Committee membership in February, will take their places immediately, instead of in May as is the case now.

This will eliminate the waste motion and mistakes caused by a new Committee learning its job, as is necessary under the present system.
Tech Quintet Defeats Lowell
Repeats Last Year's Victory
To Set Record at Tech; Team Plays In Hangar Gym Tonight

Tech Height Proves Too Much For Crimson

Wilson Garners 19 Points To Beat Ousland Tuesday Night

A new basketball record was set by the Beaver five at the Harvard Gym Tuesday night when Wilson garnered the 19 points for the second consecutive year by a score of 41-28, when victory was the result of a spirited game played by the team as a unit, and especially of the fast forward-back Court played by Richardson W. Wilson.

The game started off at a fast pace, and after only a few seconds of play, Phi Kappa Sigma, at 175 pounds, won the first game on the program. Two basketball teams, Alpha Delta and Phi Kappa Sigma, will wrestle Saturday. John Carleton, 175-pounder has not been named yet, but witness will be inserted a short distance to the score at 3-3.

Farrell Scores

The next score came when W. Wilson, Farrell, '39, dropped the ball in the net from the center circle. Witness was the third straight victory for Harvard the chance to score one more point at the end of the period. During the end of the period, Tech had everything in its own way. With Wilson, Lute, left guard, and Farrell, the moving men. The score at the quarter was 11-7, Tech, 5, Harvard 5. At the beginning of the second period, Farrell was taken out and Farrell, '39, took his place. The Harvard Gymn got going, and proceeded to pile it up with the score at the half tied 11-11. The Interlaced Tech hold the lead with a score of 8-14.

The match is in Second Half

After a rest, the Tech team once again showed the sparkling form displayed in the first period. Wilson's 6 feet, 6 inches to good ad-1)1las ed
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Dorm Amas Dance Will Gimble Santa Claus Chairman

Music Will Be Provided By Larry Lane For This Annual Affair

Santa Claus has promised to make an appearance between classes here tonight. His box will be overflowing with gifts for all, and it will be announced by Charles H. Walkinshaw, chairman of the Christmas Tree committee.

Dr. Murphy Addresses Photostaticeliness Meeting

Dr. Howard B. Murphy, of the department of Mechanical Engineering, will deliver the welcome address and preside over the opening session of the annual Photostaticeliness Conference at the Institute tomorrow at 9:30 a.m.

The meeting, which is to be held in the Lecture Hall of the Student Union, will be attended by members of the faculty, students, and guests from other universities and industries.

The meeting will consist of a series of talks by experts in the field of photostaticeliness and will be followed by a panel discussion on the future of the technology.

Increased Attachment For Pets Seen Among College Students

The phenomenon of increased attachment for pets among college students has been highlighted in a recent study. Researchers found that students who have pets are more likely to feel a sense of responsibility and satisfaction, leading to a greater sense of well-being.

The study, conducted by sociologists at the University of California, found that students who have pets are more likely to form stronger bonds with their pets, leading to a deeper sense of companionship and emotional support.

Chi Epsilon Will Initiate Tonight

Three junior and two seniors will be initiated into Chi Epsilon, the Honor Society of Civil Engineering. The ceremony will be held on campus tonight at 5 p.m. in the Lecture Hall.